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This paper asks two questions

**Question 1:**
Why do households make imperfect financial decisions?
Example: some households buy high-expense index funds when seemingly identical but less-expensive funds are available. Idea: searching for best returns requires effort; distribution of returns in equilibrium (Burdett-Judd).

**Question 2:**
What is the welfare effect of privatizing Social Security?
Use calibrated model to calculate welfare before/after reform. Imperfect financial decisions reduce welfare after privatization.
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- But the connection between them is tenuous.
  - Is Social Security reform the most important application of asset choice with limited information?
  - Is limited asset information the most important issue when analyzing welfare impact of Social Security reform?
- I think there are two papers here; I’ll give some comments on each one.
- And a big-picture comment on methodology.
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But are we persuaded that “search for low-cost intermediary” is best way to model imperfect decisions?
Mechanics of the model

- Finite-lived household faces a standard life-cycle problem:
  - Choose consumption, savings, work hours to maximize utility.
  - Need savings to cope with fluctuating wage and to finance retirement.

One catch: Return on savings depends on which intermediary the household saves with.

Intermediaries offer various fees (and pay a known aggregate return minus the fee).

Households spend time searching for offers.

More search time $\Rightarrow$ better chance of finding a good offer.

Result 1: distribution of offers is not degenerate in equilibrium.

Result 2: all else equal, households with more to invest will search more, get better returns $\Rightarrow$ adds skewness to the wealth distribution.
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- Search efficiency: Calibrate $\Pr(j \text{ offers} | \text{time searching} = s)$ so that model equilibrium matches two moments from data:
  - Average time spent on “household financial management” and “banking and using financial services” (3 minutes/day).
  - Median fee on S&P 500 index funds (64 basis points/year).
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- Time for “household financial management” and “banking and using financial services” is not mainly time looking for good returns.
  - Balancing checkbook, paying bills, getting $ from ATM.

- Is it really that hard to discover Vanguard and Fidelity?

- Other explanations for dispersion of fund returns:
  - Choi/Laibson/Madrian (RFS 2010): investors inappropriately weight past returns.
  - Investments held in employer plans?

- Model is set up so it costs only 64 basis points (on average) to make rather lazy decisions (take the first offer).
  - Behavioral biases could be much more costly than that (e.g., investing mainly in employer stock).
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- Horserace between various explanations for time spent on finances.
- Horserace between various explanations for dispersion in returns.
- Horserace between various forms of imperfect decisions?
- Do an experiment?
  - If model is right, showing non-Vanguard investors that Vanguard has lower fees will cause them to switch.
  - Actually, Choi/Laibson/Madrian did an experiment like this. Harvard white-collar staff and Wharton MBA students don’t minimize fees, even when search costs are zero.
- De-emphasize index fund fees, look at other aspects of financial decisions.
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**Question 1:** Why do households make imperfect financial decisions?

- Reduced-form analysis: what are the correlates of imperfect decisions?
- Natural experiments: do households with lower search costs (e.g., because of where they live) make better decisions?
- Field experiments: does reducing search costs (e.g., by providing information) improve decisions?

**Question 2:** What is welfare effect of privatizing Social Security?

- Policy experiment: What happens after an actual privatization?
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- Costly search is a reasonable framework for thinking about:
  - Crop choice, occupation choice.
  - Entrepreneurial decisions.
  - Migration.

- Say we want to know whether costly search for information about crop choices has a big welfare cost.
  - Set up model where costly search leads to imperfect choices.
  - Calibrate to data on observed choices.
  - Then see what happens when search costs are lower.

- How confident would we be in the results?
  - What if there are other reasons for suboptimal choices?
  - What does it mean to lower search costs?
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My bottom line

- Standard macro methods — calibrated models — buy us more confidence in the GE aspects of the results.

- But there is a price: less credibility about mechanisms, causality, policy relevance.

- Macroeconomists and development economists agree on at least one idea:
  - Do X only when benefit(X) > cost(X).

- The case for macro methods is stronger when GE effects are more important.
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